
uvex Custom Bridge eyewear
Designed for Asian Fituvex phynomic C5



Safety eyewear specially designed for Asian fit
Every face is unique. In order to provide full protection, safety eyewear must fit perfectly - regardless of the situation. 

This is why we have developed the uvex CB product line specially for the Asian market: Designed with an Asian fit, the 

eyewear adapts optimally to your nose and cheekbones for a comfortable, customized fit. 

The innovative Custom Bridge eyewear from uvex are made in Germany and meet the highest safety and comfort 

standards – making them an indispensable work companion.

Find out more :



uvex hypervision CB
comfortable and ergonomic

The ergonomic nose bridge specially designed for Asian 
facial shapes ensures a secure and comfortable fit.

The cellulose acetate lens provides reliable protection 
against chemical splashes and is easy to replace.

The panoramic lens and translucent frame ensure an 
almost unrestricted field of vision. The lens also features an 
anti-fog coating on the inside.

The headband can be adjusted to suit di�erent head sizes 
and facial shapes.

The headband can be adjusted to suit di�erent head sizes 
and facial shapes.



uvex super OTG guard CB
a perfect solution for every workplace

The flexible hybrid system means the safety eyewear to be adapted to 
any requirement. Switch between a headband and side arms in just a 
few simple steps.

The proven uvex supravision lens coating technology reliably 
protects against scratching and fogging during the work day.

The lightweight safety eyewear weigh just 67 grams (with head-
band) or 74 grams (with side arms).

Secure protection and optimal vision: The large panoramic lens 
o�ers an extra-wide field of vision.



uvex megasonic CB
for an all-round vision

20% wider field of vision: The panoramic 
lens has an innovative frameless design 
that o�ers a better field of vision than 
comparable safety goggles.

The large panoramic lens has an almost 
unrestricted field of vision with 
optical class 1.

Specially designed recesses for side arms 
make these safety goggles ideal for 
wearing over prescription spectacles.

The 30 mm wide, soft headband ensures 
that the safety goggles fit securely in any 
situation.

With a  flexible frame, these safety goggles 
adapt perfectly to any facial shape bringing 
first-class wearer comfort.

The uvex megasonic CB is highly 
compatible and can be combined with 
other uvex PPE (e.g. respiratory protection).



uvex OTG SN CB
fashionable and protective

The ergonomic nose bridge specially designed for Asian facial 
shapes ensures a secure and comfortable fit.

The large internal volume allows for prescription spectacles to be 
comfortably worn underneath.

The side arms can be individually adjusted to any head size and 
facial shape for an optimal ergonomic fit.

The proven uvex supravision lens coating technology reliably 
protects against scratching and fogging during the work day.



Custom Bridge eyewear range
Scan the QR codes below for further details about the product.

uvex OTG SN CB 
Article no. 9167602

uvex megasonic
clear lens
Article no. 9320466

uvex megasonic
grey lens
Article no. 9320481

uvex hypervision CB
Article no. 9167602

uvex super OTG guard CB
with temples
Article no. 9142100

uvex super OTG guard CB
with headband
Article no. 9142103




